[Telemonitoring and pulmonary artery pressure-guided treatment of heart failure].
Heart failure (HF) is an emerging epidemic associated with significant morbidity and mortality, impaired quality of life and high healthcare costs. Despite major advances in pharmacological and device-based therapies, mortality and morbidity have remained high after an index hospitalization for acute cardiac decompensation (ACD). Randomized trials evaluating various forms of noninvasive telemonitoring failed to improve rehospitalization rates in such patients, possibly due to lack of sensitivity of clinical signs and symptoms as early indicators of HF. Among different implantable monitoring devices, wireless remote monitoring of the pulmonary artery pressure (PAP) with the CardioMEMS™ sensor (Abbott, Sylmar, CA, USA) has been shown to be safe and clinically effective in the USA. The patients showed substantial reductions in hospital admissions for ACD, irrespective of left ventricular pump function, because PAP-guided HF management facilitates timely recognition of incipient ACD and appropriate modification of medical treatment before hospitalization becomes unavoidable. These encouraging results have also stimulated evaluation of this novel technology outside the USA. Studies are also underway in Europe and European HF guidelines recommend considering implantation of a CardioMEMS™ sensor in high-risk patients (class IIb-B). More technologically refined implantable hemodynamic monitoring systems allowing, for example, left atrial pressure measurements, are under development. Promising novel approaches to using information from such devices include continuous hemodynamic monitoring and patient self-management based on the pressure information. Thus, pressure-guided HF management is likely to further expand in the future and may help improve clinical outcomes also in high-risk HF populations.